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Successful weight loss Tips 

Positive attitude 

Successful weight loss is not always easy to achieve, especially if you have had one or more 

failures in the past. It is important to accept that weight loss is the same as any other 

endeavor in your life. It is process of problem solving. For example, at school you would have 

had many tests and exams, some of them you passed and some you failed. In order to make 

it through and complete your qualification you found solutions to your problems (like extra 

classes and study groups).  

To motivate yourself and nourish a positive attitude, make a list of the possible challenges 

you foresee happening during your weight-loss journey and the barriers you may have had in 

the past. During your follow up consultations discuss these barriers with me (Dietitian) .She 

will help formulate goals that will act as stepping stones towards your success. The belief 

that you cannot achieve success and that your health is not important are the biggest barriers 

to overcome. 

Embrace the monitoring process 

It can be difficult to achieve your goals alone. Having a monitoring and accountability system 

can make a big difference in helping you achieve them! Without exams looming most students 

will not study! You may fear the idea of getting on the scale (especially if you have 

experienced difficulty following the eating plan) and you might even consider cancelling your 

follow up. However, doing the opposite and committing to the follow up and weighing process 

will guarantee your success! It will motivate you in a positive way to tackle the week ahead 

as you formulate solutions to the problems and strategies to improve adherence (remember 

that the student who skips the exam will never make pass)). 

Avoid Frequent Self weighing  

Fat loss is a slow process and we do not lose nor accumulate fat weight overnight. The daily 

fluctuations in weight can be attributed to a shift in water and is not significant in your 

weight loss journey. Try not to weigh yourself daily! Rather spend your energy focusing on 

your eating plan and keeping a daily food record. The human body also sheds weight in 

‘phases’ and people who have successfully lost weight will testify that some weeks they lost 
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a good amount of weight while on other weeks no weight was lost. A food record is therefore 

a brilliant tool to show which area (whether the composition of the meals or the portions 

sizes) needs to be adjusted to achieve a loss at the following consultation. You can keep a 

manual food record or upload your meals through an app.  

Realistic expectations 

It is important to be realistic about your weight loss, when following a healthy balanced 

weight loss diet (non-starvation) you can expect to lose between 2 – 4kg per month, however, 

some people (especially men) may lose more.  

Handling lapses positively  

Successful weight loss does not require 100% compliance without fail, lapses are bound to 

occur! The most important aspect is not the lapse, but how to correct it. Handle the lapse 

positively by expecting it, accepting it it (drop the guilt), forgetting it and getting back on 

track as soon as possible. The disappointment of a lapse might make you wrongly think that 

you have gained all the weight back that you originally lost. This is however not always true- 

Get back on track the next day and do not cancel your follow up appointment. This is more 

reason to keep your appointment so that the dietician can help you to formulate strategies 

to handle future lapses in a more constructive way.    

Set SMART goals 

The amount of weight you need to lose can often feel overwhelming. The best way to handle 

this is to focus on the present and the plan. Set SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, 

realistic and time bound) goals. One way of doing this is to break your total goal down in 5kg 

chunks and focus on these goals first. Visualization is a great tool to keep motivated! 

Visualizing yourself at an event looking absolutely stunning with a new outfit can help when 

you are in a tempting situation and have to make the correct choice. 

Commitment and responsibility.  

Anything worth having is worth working for’, whether it is a new baby, a new house or a new 

body it will take time and effort to make it a reality. Good planning and shopping, keeping a 

food record and attending your follow up consultations will be your effort and guarantee 

success. Don’t let your emotions and thoughts leave you feeling demotivated or despondent 

to be disciplined on a consistent basis.  

The follow up consultations help to see your effort in perspective, and get you re- motivated 

and  to expand your nutrition knowledge. 
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